ASSOCIATED STUDENTS JOINT SESSION MEETING
Week 3: April 18, 2018
4:00pm in the Price Center Forum

Meeting called to order at 4:05pm
Dean of Undergraduate Education John Moore
Questions, Comments, Concerns:
Concern: Maintenance in Classrooms and making them more accessible to students with
disabilities
Answer: Team meets quarterly to talk about classroom maintenance and ADA advocates are
investigating where additions that can be made to improve the quality of life for students with
disabilities.
● Contact Melissa and Joanna to explain concerns:
○ Melissa Williams: melissawilliams@ucsd.edu
○ Joanna Boval: jboval@ucsd.edu
Concern: Classroom distributions
Answer: More classrooms are being developed in order to avoid this problem and optimize
enrollment in courses. This means proximity to what college is taking these classes is not a
priority, the primary concern is to make sure the number that needs to be accommodated is
enrolled in the class.
Concern: Repairs and Access to learning spaces for students with disabilities as well as
construction zones impeding students with disabilities to get around
Answer: Contact Melissa, ADA coordinator: melissawilliams@ucsd.edu and
Joanna Boval: jboval@ucsd.edu when doing so give a detailed outline of problem and maybe
even provide a picture, location, etc.
Concern: Accessibilities and Resources for Student Parents
Answer: Wellness Resources for student parents are available at
https://students.ucsd.edu/well-being/wellness-resources/student-parents/index.html

Concern: Services for students in newly established majors
Answer: These issues depend on department accommodated for students in these majors and
making sure they have needed resources available to them
Jessica, Senior AVP of Concerts and Events
Concern: Is there a reason why some classes are only provided once a year
Answer: Departments have to figure out how to set up staffing
Derrick, Revelle Senator
1st Concern: Are there any efforts being made to decrease the amount of evening classes
Answer: Way to alleviate crunch on classroom space
2nd Concern : Wondering if there is any way to make classrooms more ergonomic for students
Answer: Not sure; however, they are looking into improving seating in lecture halls so they are
more accommodating for all students to sit comfortably
Darron Woods, Transfer Senator
Concern: Any plans to offer more online classes so students can graduate on time if they miss
Answer: Strategic Academic Program Development initiative is trying to build more alternative
ways for classes to be taken without decreasing the quality of the class.
Dean of GPS, Peter can be contacted if anybody has questions
Meeting adjourned at 4:41

